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Why use State Machines

A state transition diagrams can serve as a high-level starting point for a 
complex software design process. 

This can prove a far more effective development strategy than diving straight 
into writing thousands of lines of code
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Simulink and Stateflow are a powerful combination

Simulink is used to respond 
to continuous changes

Stateflow is used to respond 
to discrete changes
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Simulink and Stateflow are a powerful combination

Systems need to respond to both continuous and discrete changes

Continuous Suspension
dynamics

Discrete Gear
changes

Continuous Propulsion
system

Discrete Liftoff
stages

Continuous Rotational
movement

Discrete Operational
modes
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What we’ll cover during this session

 State Machines in a nutshell

 Why use State machines

 When to use Stateflow for designing logic

 Harel charts
– Hierarchy

– Parallelism

– Broadcasting

 Examples

 Questions
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State Machines in a nutshell

A finite state machine is a method of modeling a system comprised of a 
limited number of modes: depending on which mode it’s in, the machine will 
behave in one manner or another.

And while finite state machines can be used to describe items both natural 
and manmade, for historical reasons the term most commonly refers to 
computing systems.

Now there are many ways of expressing finite state machines, though a 
graphical approach is often the one taken.
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Basic elements

States

S1 S3

S2
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Basic elements

S1 S3

S2 Transitions

Event

Event2 Event3

Default
transition
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Let's create a Finite State Machine 
that parses a sequence that:

- starts with 1 

- every 1 must be followed by 0

- every 0 must be followed by 1

For example, 1010 is a valid input 
sequence but 110 and 10100 are 
not.
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That state machine in a traditional programming language
https://stackabuse.com/theory-of-computation-finite-state-machines/

The same state machine in Stateflow
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Why not just use MATLAB to design logic?

For simple logic, just use MATLAB

But for logic that is more complex, Stateflow is the best tool to use
– By the way, even simple logic can often get complex
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Task: Create simple logic

Identify places in data where values are above a threshold t

Comparing MATLAB and Stateflow for Designing Logic
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Task: Add hysteresis

Identify places in data where values are below t1 and above t2

Comparing MATLAB and Stateflow for Designing Logic
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Task: Add debouncing

Identify places in data where values are below t1 for at least N1 samples and above t2 for at 
least N2 samples

Comparing MATLAB and Stateflow for Designing Logic
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MATLAB code expands, while Stateflow chart remains compact

+ hysteresis + debouncingsimple logic + hysteresis
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In the 1980s, Dr. David Harel took a fresh look at finite state machines 
and realized that state transition diagrams were an excellent way of 
expressing the logic of avionic systems.

In order to get everything he wanted, he had to expand their semantic 
with three new concepts:

- Parallelism

- Hierarchy

- Event broadcast

These enhanced diagrams were called statecharts
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Uses of Stateflow in MATLAB

 Test and Measurement
– Detecting a data stream trigger
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Some other examples

 Robotics and autonomous systems engineers
– Design path planning, path following, and obstacle avoidance algorithms
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Who gets most value in using state machines

 UI developers
– Control UI’s developed in App Designer and GUIDE
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 UI developers
– Control UI’s developed in App Designer

 Communications engineers
– Analyze streams of communication data and model communication protocols

Who gets most value in using state machines
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 UI developers
– Control UI’s developed in App Designer and GUIDE

 Communications engineers
– Analyze streams of communication data and model communication protocols

 Robotics and autonomous systems engineers
– Design path planning, path following, and obstacle avoidance algorithms

Who gets most value in using state machines
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 UI developers
– Control UI’s developed in App Designer and GUIDE

 Communications engineers
– Analyze streams of communication data and model communication protocols

 Robotics and autonomous systems engineers
– Design path planning, path following, and obstacle avoidance algorithms

 ADAS engineers
– Analyze sensor data and apply ground truth labeling algorithms

 Radar engineers
– Analyze streams of data coming from radar systems

 Test systems engineers
– Monitor I/O of systems and analyze various modes of operation

Who gets most value in using state machines
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Many examples included in shipping documentation

Getting started tutorials

Application examples
• Connecting to App Designer
• Communications example
• Comp finance example
• Data acquisition example
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Question?
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Thanks!

alex@mathworks.com


